ON LIMITS OF SCALAR OPERATORS
BY

JAMES E. SIMPSON(i)

1. Introduction. The basic problem under consideration in the first part of this
paper is that of determining conditions under which a weak or strong limit of
scalar operators is again a scalar operator. This question has been treated by
Bade [1], Foguel [7], [8], and Edwards and Ionescu Tulcea [6], among others.
The central result considered here is a generalization of a theorem due to Rellich
[12]. Foguel's approach is used below to obtain a variation of the previous forms
of Rellich's theorem which is valid in locally convex spaces which are barreled,
separated, and quasi-complete. This ;s the Corollary of Theorem 3 below. In the
last section the connection between this theorem and Foguel's is explored.
There is also included some material on Boolean algebras (B.A.'s) of projections,
which generalizes many of the theorems of Bade in [1] and [2].
In the process of this work we give a generalization to locally convex spaces of
a theorem of Dunford's to the effect that a bounded Boolean algebra of projections on a weakly complete space is contained in a c-complete B.A. (which is in
turn contained in the strong closure of the original B.A.). As noted in [2], the
proof given in [4,p. 578], for a special case, does indeed generalize, even to the locally
convex case. The proof given below, however, is somewhat different, although
the essential tool, namely the family of measures constructed at the beginning of
the proof, is the same.
2. Preliminary concepts. Throughout this paper E will denote a locally convex
linear topological space over the complex field C, which is separated, barreled,
and quasi-complete. We denote by £' the strong dual of £, that is, the
space of linear continuous mappings of E into the complex field, endowed
with the topology of uniform convergence on bounded subset of E. Let <?
be the family of equicontinuous subsets of £'. If F is any linear topological space,
L(E,F) will denote the space of continuous linear mappings of E into F. The
dual map of an element U of L(E, F) will be denoted by'U. For Z a locally compact
space, we denote by JT(Z) the algebra of all complex-valued continuous functions
defined on Z which have compact support, and by M*(Z) the Banach space of
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all complex bounded Radon measures on Z. The characteristic function of a subset
D of Z will be denoted epD.Let B0(Z) denote the algebra of complex-valued Baire
functions, BÔ(Z) the bounded functions in B0iZ), and S0iZ) the Baire sets of
Z.The symbols B(Z), BX(Z), and S(Z) are similarly defined, using "Borel"
instead

of "Baire."

A family 3F = {mxx.}xeEx.eE'

of bounded Radon measures

on Z is said to be semispectral if the mapping h :(x, x') -> mXtX.of £ x £' -> M1(Z)
is bilinear and <f-hypocontinuous. cf-hypocontinuous means that h is separately
continuous and for every neighborhood ITof zero in M\Z) and every set M in <?
there is a neighborhood I7 of zero in £ such that /i(F x M)iÇ W. We denote by
L°°(#") the set of all complex-valued functions on Z which are mxx -measurable
for every xe£ and x'eE', for which JV°°(/, 3F) = inf{a > 0 : {z : ¡/(z) | > a} is
mxx. -negligible for all xe£, x'e£'} is finite. For fixed xeE,feL°(!F),
define a
mapping Ufx of £' into C by (E/^x')
= lzf dmxx.. It follows, by reasonably
straighforward calculations, using the properties of h, that the mapping
Uf'. x-+Uj-x has range in £", is linear, and is continuous when £" has the
toplogy of uniform convergence on elements of S. Also, {Uf: Nx(f,^)
z%1}
is an equicontinuous subset of L(E, £"). For if AeeS and e > 0, there is a neighborhood V of zero in £ such that ¡jmxx, || <; e for all xe V, x' eA. We deduce
| <C//x,x'> | ge if feLx(3rr , Nx(f,^)z^
I, xeV, and x'eA. Since the polars
of the sets of S are a fundamental system of neighborhoods of zero in £", the
equicontinuity just asserted is proved. We shall assume that for all our semispectral families, the range of Uf is in £ for all / e Va(IF), and that Uy = I,
where 1 is the function l(z) = 1 for all zeZ. A semispectral family of bounded
Radon measures is said to be spectral if / • mxx. = mVfXX.= mxy. where
y ' = ' Uj-x' for every fe Lœ(#"), x e £, and x' e £'. If J* is spectral then the mapping
/ -* U?,f »s a representation of the algebra L00^) into the algebra £(£,£). If
OF is semispectral and f • mxx. = mv^!Xx. for every/ eB0(Z), xeE, and x'e£',
then !F is spectral. The above material is taken essentially from [10].
Let J7 = {mXtX.}XBEtX,eE.be a spectral family on Z. Define P:S0(Z)^L(E,E)

by the formula P(D) = U^i<t>D.Then P has the properties
(1)

D-vP(D)x

is countably additive on S0(Z) for each xe£;

(2)

P(D' r.D") = PiD')PiD") for all D', D" in S0(Z);

(3)

{P(D) '■Ö£S0(Z)} is an equicontinuous

(4)

PCZ)= I.

subset of £(£,£);

Any mapping from S0(Z) -* L(E, E) with these four properties is called a spectral
measure on Z. It can be shown that for every spectral measure P on Z, there is
a unique spectral family ^onZ
such that P(D) = U^j4>Dfor every £>in S0(Z).
When J»7is a spectral family on Z, it will often be convenient to write \\zfdP for
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on Z, U an open subset of Z

which contains the support of every measure in !F, and / a mapping of U into
a locally compact space Y which is mxx,-measurable for every mx%x,in J5". For
each xe£,
x'e£',
define msxx.=f-(mx<x.
restricted
to U). Then
3FS
= {m£,x'}xeE,x-eE-

is a spectral

family

on

Y and

U^f¡g=

U^Ágof), for

all

geBœ(Y), where (gof)'(z) = g(f(x)) if ze U and = 0 if z$ U. &s is called
the image of J5"by /.
We shall say that an element T of £(£,£) commutes with J5"if TU&f = U&jT
for every / eBcc(Z). An operator Te £(£,£)
there is a spectral family J*r on C such that

is said to be a spectral operator if

(5)

T commutes with #"r ;

(6)

sp ( Ta) £ a for every compact cr c C.

(For each compact <r, we denote by 7^ the mapping x -* Tx of £CT
-» £CT,where
£„ = P(o-)£.)
It can be shown that the spectral family J*r associated with a spectral operator
T is unique. The spectral measure P? is sometimes called a resolution of the

identity for T.
We say that an operator S e L(E, E) is scalar if there is a spectral family
^ = {mï,j'}jE£,i'6£'
on C of measures with compact support such that
(czdmxx.(z) = <[Sx,x'} for every xe£,
x'e£'.
In this case, we
S = jczdPp(z). See [11] concerning the above concepts and definitions.

write

3. The perturbation theorem. The basic perturbation theorem is given first,
followed by some consequences which are more evidently generalizations of the
theorems of Bade and Foguel.
Theorem
associated

1. Let P be a spectral measure on a locally compact space Z with
spectral

family

^ = {mxx,}xeEx.£E,.

Let {/„} be a sequence

of

functions in B(Z), and f a complex-valued function defined on Z, such that fn
converges tof in mxx.-measure for every xeE, x' eE'.Let geBx(C) besuch that
its discontinuities are contained in a closed set a. If x0eE has the property that

P(f-1(ot))x0 = 0,then

(7)

lim(I g-fndP}
x0= (jV/dpk,.

Proof. Using a theorem of Grothendieck ([9, Theorem 2, p. 146], see also
[6, p. 550-551]), it is possible, for every x0 in E and every equicontinuous set A in
£', to find x'0 e £' such that mxox- is positive and the measures mXo>x., x' e A, are

uniformly absolutely continuous with respect to mXlttX'.This means that for each
e > Othereis öe>0 such that mXox. (a) < ôc implies mXOiX>(<j)
< s for every x'eA.
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Let GH= J"zg ■fndP and G =

|<(G„-G)x,x'>|

=1 f

1 Jz

fzg •fdP. Then for each x s £, x' e £', e > 0,

(g-/B-g-/)cimXjX.|

'

(8)

where
Z£in = {z:|(g-/n)(z)-(g-/)(z)|^e}.

We now fix e > 0, A an equicontinuous set in £', and let x0 be as described in the
statement of the theorem. Using Grothendieck's work to find x¿, we have by
assumption that /„-»•/ in mxox.-measure. Hence there is a set er0 in Z and a
subsequence {/„,} S {/„} such that mXo,x¿(«t0)= 0 and /„.(z)-*/(z)
for all z¿cr0.
By the continuity of g, ig • /„,.)(z) -» ig • /)(z) for all z $ er0 U /_1(a). Since
P(/_1(a))x = 0, we have mXOtX¡f(r0
U/ " '(a)) = 0. Hence we may choose JV large
enough so that mXo¡x-aiZEt„)= ôs for all n¡ ^ JV. Combining

this with (8) above,

letting K be the bound of g, we get
|<(GB¡-G)x0,x>|

=

2X|m;Co,;c.|(Ze>f,i)

+ e|mJCo>;c.[(Z)

á SÍ2K+ L)
for all x'e A, ni=^N. Here we have let L = s\ipx. eA\ mXQtX.\ iZ). Hence
<GBix0,x'>-><Gx0,x'> uniformly for x'eA. The same argument may be applied
to any subsequence so that <G„x0,x'>-»-<Gxo,x'> uniformly for x'eA. Since A
is arbitrary and polars of sets in S generate the topology of £, G„x0 -> Gx0 and

(7) is proved.
Theorem 2. Let Pt

be a spectral

measure

on a locally

compact

space

Z, and P2 a spectral
measure
on C. Let ^r1 = {mx<x.}xsEx.eE.
^2 = {mx,x'}xeE,x'eE'
be their respective spectral families of measures

and
on Z
and C. We suppose also that each mx x. has compact support. If the range of P,

contains the range of P2, then there is a function f in B0iZ) such that &{ = !F2.
Proof. For each positive integer n, let nn = {of, k\n)} be a partition of Supp.F2,
of norm | nn | ^ 1/n, with sets of S0iC). That is, for each n,

(9)

(10)
(11)

<r?n<r; = 0,

i+j,

CK =Supp^2,
diameter of á 1/»

for every /,
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every a- e S0(C), and

(13)

4B) 6 07

for every i.

We can and do suppose further that m> n implies that nm is finer than n„. Hence
(14)

for each m, n, m > n, given any o™there

is a (unique) set o". such that a,™S a"..

Since both Py and P2 are spectral measures, it is easy to verify (for arbitrary
B, B'e S0(z) and a, a' e S0(C)) that

(15)

Py(B) = P2(o) if and only if P,( CB) = P2(Co),

and
if <tcz a', Py(B) = P2(a), and Py(B') = P2(a'),

(16)
thenP1(BOB')

= P2(o-).

The range of P2 being contained in the range of Py, we may associate with
each oí a set B" eS0(Z) such that Py(B^) = P2(ani) for all i and n. From (14)
and (16) we may choose the B" so that for any m,n,m>
n, we have
for each £J" there is a (unique) set B". such that
(1?)

B™c B]t. Moreover, Bf c B) if and only if <r,m
c <r^.

We now disjoint the sequences {B"¡} by defining

L>i= Bnyand ß^B'nCU

¡-1

j =i

DJ, i = 2,3,•••,

for each n = 1,2,---. Then D" OÖ" =0 for i #7. A simple inductive argument,
using (15), shows that Py(D") = P2(o") for all i and n. Also, the sets D" enjoy the

same property (17) that the B? have. Finally, PjdJ^i

A")=-^ so that if

D0= C [T= 1U. =1ß.">thenPÁDo)- 0.
We now define

/„(z) = 2 AÍ-Vd.«(z) .
1= 1

Then lim„/n(z) = 0 for all zeD0. For z$D0, m>n, it follows from (17) that
zeDfrtD" for just one i and one j =j¡. Hence, by (11) above,

\fm(z)-fn(z)\ = \W-iy\Slln,
independent of ze G^o- Thus {/„(z)} is a uniformly Cauchy sequence and converges uniformly on fj^o to a function feB0(Z).
Using Theorem 1, for every g e Jf(C), and every x e E, we have
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x.

Then

J" £,dP2 = j g- fndPy
'z

for each n.

2

Moreover, #„ -» g uniformly on Supp mxx- for each x e £, x' e £'. Hence,
(20)

lim |

gndm2XiX, = f gdm2x¡x..

n JC

JC

Combining (18), (19), and (20), we have

(21)

j g -fdmlx.

= j gdm2XtX. for all geX(C).

But this is all we need.
Theorem 3. Let {S„} be a sequence of scalar operators which converge strongly
to a scalar operator S0. Let ^n = {m*,X'}XaE,x'eE' be the corresponding spectral
families of measures on C, and Pn the corresponding spectral measures,
n = 0,1,2, •••. Suppose there is a spectral measure P on a locally compact space
Z, with spectral family !F ={mx,X'}xeE,x-eE',
such that the range of P contains

the range of every P„. Let geBo(C) have its discontinuities
Then there are functions /„ in B0(Z) such that

(22)

<S„x,x'>- J /,<!<,.

in the closed set a.

for n = 0,1,2,-

and
(23)

fn~*fo

in mx\x--measurefor

every xeE,

x'eE'.

Moreover,

(24)

if, for some x0 e E, P0(x)x0 = 0, then g(Sn)x0 -►g(S0)x0 ;
if, for some xneE

and some ßeS(C),

we have

(25)
P0 (boundary

ß)x0 = 0, then Pn(ß)x0 -* P0(ß)x0 ;

and finally,
if P0(o>)= 0, then g(S0) is the strong limit of

(26)
g(S„). (By g(S„), of course, is meant fc gdPn.)

Proof. Statement (22) is an immediate result of the previous theorem.
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For (23-, let B = [gel^iZ):

f |/„-/M<x.|

Jz

supz621 g(z) | g 1}. Then, for each xeE, x'eE',

= sup | f gifn-f)dmpx,x.
geB IJz

- sup
geB

I I ifn-f)dmpx<ü
Uz

= sup |<(SB - S0)x, 't/^ifx'>

*'*

.

| -» 0

geB

as n-> oo, because S„-»S0
set for each x'e£'.

strongly and {'i/^x':

geB} is an equicontinuous

Statements (24) and (26) follow from (23) and Theorem 1.
Statement (25) follows from (24) by letting g = epß.
Corollary.
Let S„ be a sequence of scalar operators, and P„ the corresponding
spectral measures on C, « = 1,2,••■. Suppose there is a spectral measure P
an a locally compact space Z, with spectral family J5" = {mXjX.}xeE>x.eE, whose
range contains the range of every P„. If the sequence {/„} constructed as in
Theorem 2 converges to some f in mx^'-measurefor
every x,x', then there is
an element S = J"z/ dP in £(£,£) such that <S„x,x'> -» <[Sx,x")for every x,x'.
If also each measure f • mxx. has compact support, then S is scalar.
In itself this rather complicated corollary does not say much more than the
previous theorem. However it points to the connection with Foguel's results as
follows. When £ is a Banach space and Sn is a sequence converging strongly
to an operator S then the sequence {Sn} is bounded and all the measures involved
will have compact support. From the convergence of S„ to S we can derive the
existence of a function / to which the /„ converge in measure. All that is lacking
is the spectral measure P. But this is derived from Theorem 4 below provided £ is
weakly complete and the B.A. generated by the ranges of the P„ is bounded.
It should be observed that these results may also be sharpened in ordered
vector spaces. Such material may be found in [13], where Theorem 6 (p. 154) is
clearly related to the above work.

4. Boolean algebras of projections. In this section the connection between
Theorem 3 above and Foguel's work is completed. In the course of this development a number of theorems of Bade's are extended to locally convex spaces.
A B.A. of projections will mean a subset 23 of L(£, £) consisting of commuting
idempotents, including / and 0, which is a B.A. under the Boolean operations;

P v Q = P + Q - PQ and P A ß = PQ.
Definition 1. We will say that a locally convex space is weakly complete if
whenever we have a sequence {x„} of elements of £ for which lim„<x„,x'> exists
for every x'e£', then there is an element xe£ such that lim„<x„,x'> = <x,x'>

forallx'e£'.
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Theorem 4. Let E be weakly complete, and let S be a bounded B.A. of projections on E. Then there is a compact space Z and a spectral measure P on Z
whose range contains 23.

Proof. Let Z be the Stone representation space of 23, and let Z be the field of
all open-closed subsets of Z. Let Py : Z -» 53 be the canonical isomorphism between
Z and S3. For each x e E, x' e £', define a set function mx x- on Z by the equation
mxx.(a)

= <[Py(a)x,x'y,

aeZ.

It is immediate that each such mxx, is finitely additive and bounded, using the
properties of $3. Since every set of Z is both open and closed, mXtX.is regular.
Hence, as in [5, Chapter III], there is a unique countably additive extension
of each mXtX>,which we denote by the same symbol, to the ovfield S0(Z) generated
by Z. If we can show that J5- = {mXtX,}is a spectral family on Z, then its associated
spectral measure P will have the properties we need.
We first show that !F is semispectral. Since mXXi+ßX2tX,(cj)
= txmXuX'(cj)
+ ßmX2X,(o-)
and mXtyX'i+ÔX2(cr)=ymXjX'fo)
+ômxx>2(a) for all o el., and all scalars a, ß, y,
and ô, it follows that the mapping (x,x')-> mxx, is bilinear.
Next, using a technique taken from [10], we show that the set
Uli = { ~LAs3oiAPy(A):Sia finite partititon of Z by sets of Z, sup¿e0¡aA| ^ 1}
is equicontinuous. To see this, we note that for V a convex, balanced, closed
neighborhood of zero in £, there is a family {x}}^e j such that

V= p) {x:l<x,x;>|^l}.
je J

Since £ is barelled and 23 is bounded, the set {Py(cr):<reZ} is equicontinuous.
Therefore there is a neighborhood U of zero such that xeU implies Py(cy)xe V
for all o-eZ. Now, given an element of 2Ils let 2' = {Ae2: Re<P1(^)x,xj> ^ 0}.

Then, for each xeU, and j e J,

2 ^Re<P1(^)x,xj> = ReSPy ( \J A
AeB'

N

\Ae3'

)*,*}>* 1.

Treating negative real, positive imaginary, and negative imaginary parts in a
similar fashion, we get |< 24sSa1P1L4)x,xj>|
—4 for all jeJ and xeU. Thus
2ZAeSoLAPy(A)xe4Vif xeU, and 2^ is equicontinuous.

Let 21 be the algebra of functions / :Z-> C of the form f(z) = 2Z"i
=yOii4>a.(z),
with the a¡ being scalars and {a,} a finite disjoint partition of Z by sets of Z. For
each such /, we define UfeL(E,E) by the equation Uf = 2,"=1aiP1(«7i).It then
follows, using the equicontinuity of 21^ proved in the previous paragraph, that

Bx = {Ufx:fe%}

= {L7rx:/6 2I,sup|/(z)|

= 1}

is bounded for each x in £. Also, for each equicontinuous set A in £', the set
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{'Ufx':fe%sup\fiz)\z%l;x'eA}

is an equicontinuous subset of £'.
We observe next that 21 is dense in JfYZ). To see this we note first that since
the sets oi are open-closed, every / in 31 is continuous. It is obvious then that 21
is a subalgebra of ¿f (Z), contains the identity, and contains / whenever it contains
J. Finally, since the sets of S contain a base for the topology of Z, the functions
in 21 separate points, and by the Stone-Weierstrass Theorem, 21 = JT(Z). From
this it follows that for each xeE,x'e
£',

<29)

¡«x,»'|=

sup |<L7x,x'>|.

Using (27), for any e > 0, let Vx>ebe the neighborhood
KCiE={x'6£':|<y,x'>|^e

of zero in £' defined by

for all yeBx}.

Hence, from (29), |mX)X-|| z^s for all x'eVx¡E, which shows that the mapping
from £' to 9JÎ1 (Z) defined by (x,x') -* mxx. is continuous for each fixed x.
Similarly, from (28), we see that for each e > 0 and each equicontinuous set A
in £', there is a neighborhood of zero in £, VAt, such that

| <y, 'Ufxy | = e

forall fe%t,

x'eA.

Since A is arbitrary, it follows, again using (18), that the mapping (x,x')-+ mxx.
is ^-hypocontinuous, and, by letting A = {x'}, continuous from £ to SR^Z)
for each x'. Hence the family 3F is semispectral.
Since Ba>(Z) £ L00^), it follows from remarks in the section on preliminary
concepts that whenever one has a semispectral family !F, then for every fe BCC(Z),
there is a linear mapping, which we denote by Ûr, from £ to £" satisfying
<t/yX,x'> = lzfdmxx.
for every xe£, x'e£'.
Moreover, this mapping is
continuous if E" is given the topology of uniform convergence on sets of <?.
If we denote by x -» x the canonical embedding of £ in £", it is evident that for
each fe%
and each x'eE',
<í//x,x'> = <[I//x]^,x'>.
Since 2Iis dense in
Jf"(Z), for each /eß*(Z),
there is a sequence {/„} c 21 such that
lim mx¡x.(f„) = mXtX,(f).
n

Hence limn<(7ynx,x'> exists for every xe£, x'e£'.
Since £ is weakly complete,
there is an element of £ (necessarily unique and well defined independent of the
choice of the sequence /„ -+/, by virtue of the next equation) which we denote

Ufx, such that
lim<{/ynx,x'>

= <U.-x,x'>.

n

Hence [Ufx] " = 0'¡x for every xeE, fe B™(Z).Since polars of sets in ef generate
the topology of £, Uf e L(E, E).
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Finally, for every / and g e 21, supposing
n

/=

m

2 a¡cbatand g=

;=i

2 ß}cb ,

l-x

then
n

i/^x

m

= 2 ot¡P(o-¡)2 py(o-7)x
•= i
j =i
n,m

=

2 a$jP(cr¡ n oy)x = t//jrx.
¡,j = i

Again using the fact that 21 is dense in Jf(Z) we find thatsUfUg = Ufg fot every/
and geBÔ(Z). This completes the proof that !F is spectral.
Following Bade [2], we give the following:
Definition 2. A B.A. 23 of projections on £ is said to be complete (^-complete)
if for each subset (subsequence) {Pa} c 23, £ may be decomposed into the (topolo-

gical) direct sum £ = 5DÎ©Sft, where

2R= clmO {£,(£)}, 9x= p) (/ - PJ£,
a

and the projection P0 which maps £ onto iüí and 9Î into 0, is in 23.
Theorem 5. Let 23 be a bounded complete B.A. of projections on E, and {P„}
an increasing (decreasing) net in 23. Then

■=(-VP.)
limPax=
LVFjx
J/23 is a-complete and bounded, corresponding

forallxeE.
results are true for sequences.

Proof. Let {Pj be increasing, P0 = \JXPX.Fix x e £ and let F be a neighborhood
of zero in £. Find U, a neighborhood of zero in £, such that U + U c V. Since
23 is bounded and £ is barreled, 23 is equicontinuous and there is W, a neighborhood of zero in £, such that P(W) cz U for all P e 23. Since P0(£) = elm {£„(£)},
we can find y = 2"= yßiZt such that y —P0x e W n U, and each z¡ e PXi(E) for
some ct¡.Pick a0 so that a0 ^ a¡ for i = 1,2, ••■,n. Then for a = a0, Paj> = y so that
Pax - P0x = (Pax - y) + (y - P0x) e Px(P0x - y) + U

£ U + U £ V.
Since F is arbitrary, limaPax = P0x. The proof for the decreasing case and for
sequences is similar.
This theorem may also be considered to be a corollary of the (relatively easy
extension to locally convex spaces of a) theorem of Barry's [3].
(2) elm = smallest closed linear manifold containing { } .
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Theorem 6. Let 23 be a B.A. of projections in E. If 23 is bounded and ocomplete, then it is the range of a spectral measure on its Stone representation
space Z.

Proof. As usual, let P be the isomorphism of the field Z of open-closed sets of Z
onto 23. For each oeS0(Z) there is a'el. such that the symmetric difference,
a A a', is a set of Baire Cat.I. If a" is another set of £ such that a A a" is Cat.L,
then so is o' A er" of Cat.I. Since both er' and er" are in I, this means that a A a"
is open, which is impossible unless a' = a". Hence there is no inconsistency
in defining Px for a in S0(Z) by Py(er) = Pier'). The only point at issue is countable
additivity. Let {<r„}be a disjoint sequence of sets in S0(Z), {er'„}the corresponding
sets in I. Using the rr-completeness of 23 there is a set a'el,
such that

P{a') = \JnPier'n).Then a' AiJJX)
from the previous

theorem,

is Cat.I. so that P,(|J/J

i\f„Pio'f))x

= Pia'). Finally,

= Sn(P(rjn)x) = ¿.„(P^o-Jx)

for each

xe£.
Theorem 7. A convex subset of £(£,£) has the same closure in the topology
of convergence at each point of E as it does in the topology of convergence for
each pair xeE, x' e £'. (Le. in what are referred to as strong and weak operator
topologies in the theory of Banach spaces.)

Proof. This is just a repetition of Lemma 3.3 in [1]. The proof given there may
be translated into the language of locally convex spaces without serious difficulty,
the specific properties of norms being irrelevant here. As an illustration of how
the translation may proceed, at one point a Banach space of «-tuples with maximum
norm is constructed. If the topology of £ is generated by seminorms {px}, each
such px may be used to generate a seminorm px on the space of «-tuples
x = [xi,-;xf]
of elements of £ by letting p2(x) = max.-g.^p^X;). These seminorms then generate a locally convex topology on £ x £ x ••• x £ (« factors).
Theorem 8. Let 23 be a bounded complete B.A. of projections on E. Let 21
be the algebra generated by 23 in £(£,£), 2IW( = 21s by the previous theorem),
its closure in the weak operator topology. If Te 21 wand if K and K' are finite
subsets of E such that T(K') = 0, then there is Pç>= FK,K,e$$ such that

UK) S P0(£) and K' S (/ - P0)(£).
Proof. The theorem asserts the existence of a P0 e 23 such that PTy = Ty and
Pz = 0 for all yeK, zeK'. Since Te 21 ? for any neighborhood V of zero in £

there is Ave 21 such that Avy -TyeV
and AvzeV for all yeK, zeK'. The
cardinality of K and K' is irrelevant (though it must be finite) from this point on.
To simplify the computations we suppose that K and K' each contain a single
point, K = {y} and K' = {z}, and that 3) is a filter base of neighborhoods of zero
in £ consisting in closed convex balanced sets. The proof is modeled on that
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of Theorem 3.4 in [1]. However, the "translation" is fairly involved and is given
with some completeness.
For each V eD,AY = 2"=! ttUYP(aiV) where P is the spectral measure whose
range is 23, and the aUY are clopen subsets of the Stone space of 23. For each

e> 0, V e £>, let aY = lj {o¡tY: \ <x¡tV
\ >e}. Obviously, if eyge2, then P(o\J) ^Pffî
Now define

).

Pv,t=\/{P(o'¿):WeV,WczV}.
Then et t%e2 implies
(30)

PVt£2gPK>ei.

Likewise, for each e, if Vy£ V2, both elements of X), then PF]e g Pv2,c Consequently if Vy^V2 and et ¿ e2, then PriM?ri,n «sPflA.
More important,

for each e,

-Pt*= (A -fV,e)x= 1™vPv tx

for all x e £.

From (30) we see that et g e2 implies P£1 ^ P,2. Hence P0x = (Ví>oF(¡)x =
lime^0 PEx, x e £. Now

(31)

PKj£Tj; - Ty - PK.£(Tj>- ¿F>>)+ (PY.eAYy- Avy) + (Avy - Ty).

Thus given W e X),we find U e X)such that U + U + U £ W and ßv > 0 such that
¡|/|^1 implies UfyeßvU. Since PVtE=P(ov) for all V and e, P^^-^^t/,
for some y satisfying [|y | = e. Hence (PK tAY—AY)ye U for all V, all e —1/ßuBy the equicontinuity of 23 we may find V such that PVie(Ty —Avy) e U and

Avy - Ty e V £ U for all e and all V £ F'.
Substituting these results in (31) we find that given W, there exists V eX> and
y > 0 (y = 1/ßu) such that

PVttTy -TyeW

for all VsV,

e g y.

It follows readily that

PeT>>-TyeW

for all e ^ y.

Hence P0Ty-TyeW.
Since IT is arbitrary P0Tj> = Ty.
Finally, to show P0z = 0, we define
A'v= Tßi,vP(cir)
where ßiy = l/aí>K whenever ai>v ¥=0, and ßt Y = 0 otherwise. Then

P(Oy)A'v=

2

\ft,v\<Ut

ßi,yP(0-i,y).

Again using the equicontinuity of {Uf: \\f | ^ 1}, given U eX> and e > 0 we may

find V such that
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Pv¡sze\U
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for all <5Se.

Using the equicontinuity of 23 we may assume that there is a W such that
(32) holds for all V 2 W so that Paz e U for all ö^s. Hence P0z e U. Since
U is arbitrary P0z = 0.
This theorem is really just a lemma leading to the next theorem.
Theorem 9. A bounded complete B.A. of projections contains every projection
in the weakly closed algebra it generates.

Proof. As in the first paragraph of the proof of Theorem 3.4 of [1]. The hard
part is done above.
Theorem 10. // 23 is a bounded complete B.A. of projections then 23 = 23*.

Proof. Te23s implies Tel"

and T2 = T. Hence Te23 by the previous

theorem.
The last theorem given here is a generalization of Theorem 2.7 in [2]. We are
indebted to Bertram Walsh for a simplification of the hypotheses.
Theorem 11. Let E be metrizable, 23 a bounded er-complete B.A. of projections
on E. \Thenl8s is complete.

Proof. Again the proof is in outline a translation of that given in [2]. The
condition of metrizability on £ is used to accomplish countable decomposability
for the restriction 23* of 23 to the cyclic subspace

2JÎ(x)= elm {Px:Pe 23}.
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